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Problem-Solving Performance in Physics Among Secondary School Students in Dire Dawa,
Ethiopia 2021-10-14
academic paper from the year 2021 in the subject psychology social psychology language english abstract the main aim of this
study was to assess problem solving performance in physics of grade 9th students a test of reasoning was administered to a
sample of 578 students to solve the critical issues and the general functions of physical education the teachers are used to
solve the problems associated with the introduction of new physics the principles the integration of the related physical
concepts related to the application of knowledge in new situations and the assessment of students understanding of the new
physics knowledge

Quantum Mechanics in Amharic 2020-10-08
quantum mechanics in amharic to my knowledge is the first book on quantum mechanics to use the rich expressions of ethiopia s
official language which has a long history quantum mechanics is a branch of physics and it is well known that the language of
physics is mathematics however everyday language is often used to explain the laws of physics that are presented using
mathematical expressions the book s introduction briefly describes the historical roots of quantum mechanics starting with
natural philosophy from 400 bc the text then follows the historical timeline through the present state of quantum mechanics and
explores some of its possible future applications the first chapter briefly explains the underlying physics essential to
understanding quantum mechanics the second chapter presents the schrödinger equation and the wave function the third chapter
introduces readers to the time independent schrödinger equation and its applications in solving the state of a one dimensional
particle in five different potentials the end of the book includes translations of over 130 words and lists a few useful
references readers are given exercises to complete throughout the book including some proofs after example proofs are presented
books such as quantum mechanics in amharic that are written in indigenous languages on advanced topics will be useful for the
einstein project in africa

Understanding Ethiopia 2016-03-21
understanding ethiopia is a detailed description of ethiopia s geological story and enables non specialist readers to share the
author s thrill at gaining a deeper insight into the processes which produced and continue to shape this amazing country
ethiopia s spectacular landscapes ranging from mountains over 4500m high to salt plains 150m below sea level are a reflection
of the geological processes that formed the country indeed its history and the historical sites for which it is renowned are
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largely determined by geology readers learn why and how ethiopia s geology is both unique and dynamic as here the earth s crust
is in the process of breaking apart

Physics of Self-Organization and Evolution 2011-10-17
this thoroughly updated version of the german authoritative work on self organization has been completely rewritten by
internationally renowned experts and experienced book authors to also include a review of more recent literature it retains the
original enthusiasm and fascination surrounding thermodynamic systems far from equilibrium synergetics and the origin of life
representing an easily readable book and tutorial on this exciting field the book is unique in covering in detail the
experimental and theoretical fundamentals of self organizing systems as well as such selected features as random processes
structural networks and multistable systems while focusing on the physical and theoretical modeling of natural selection and
evolution processes the authors take examples from physics chemistry biology and social systems and include results hitherto
unpublished in english the result is a one stop resource relevant for students and scientists in physics or related
interdisciplinary fields including mathematical physics biophysics information science and nanotechnology

The Pope of Physics 2016-10-18
enrico fermi is unquestionably among the greats of the world s physicists the most famous italian scientist since galileo
called the pope by his peers he was regarded as infallible in his instincts and research his discoveries changed our world they
led to weapons of mass destruction and conversely to life saving medical interventions this unassuming man struggled with
issues relevant today such as the threat of nuclear annihilation and the relationship of science to politics fleeing fascism
and anti semitism fermi became a leading figure in america s most secret project building the atomic bomb the last physicist
who mastered all branches of the discipline fermi was a rare mixture of theorist and experimentalist his rich legacy
encompasses key advances in fields as diverse as comic rays nuclear technology and early computers in their revealing book the
pope of physics gino segré and bettina hoerlin bring this scientific visionary to life an examination of the human dramas that
touched fermi s life as well as a thrilling history of scientific innovation in the twentieth century this is the comprehensive
biography that fermi deserves

Ionospheric Space Weather 2016-12-05
this monograph is the outcome of an american geophysical union chapman conference on longitude and hemispheric dependence of
ionospheric space weather including the impact of waves propagating from the lower atmosphere the chapman conference was held
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in africa as a means of focusing attention on an extensive geographic region where observations are critically needed to
address some of the fundamental questions of the physical processes driving the ionosphere locally and globally the compilation
of papers from the conference describes the physics of this system and the mechanisms that control ionospheric space weather in
a combination of tutorial like and focused articles that will be of value to the upper atmosphere scientific community in
general and to ongoing global magnetosphere ionosphere thermosphere mit modeling efforts in particular a number of articles
from each science theme describe details of the physics behind each phenomenon that help to solve the complexity of the mit
system because this volume is an outcome of the research presented at this first space science chapman conference held in
africa it has further provided an opportunity for african scientists to communicate their research results with the
international community in addition the meeting and this conference volume will greatly enhance the space science education and
research interest in the african continent and around the world ionospheric space weather includes articles from six science
themes that were discussed at the chapman conference in 2012 these include hemispherical dependence of magnetospheric energy
injection and the thermosphere ionosphere response longitude and hemispheric dependence of storm enhanced densities sed
response of the thermosphere and ionosphere to variability in solar radiation longitude spatial structure in total electron
content and electrodynamics temporal response to lower atmosphere disturbances ionospheric irregularities and scintillation
ionospheric space weather longitude dependence and lower atmosphere forcing will be useful to both active researchers and
advanced graduate students in the field of physics geophysics and engineering especially those who are keen to acquire a global
understanding of ionospheric phenomena including observational information from all longitude sectors across the globe

STUDIES IN THEORETICAL PHYSICS, VOLUME 2 2022
present your research to the world the world congress 2009 on medical physics and biomedical engineering the triennial
scientific meeting of the iupesm is the world s leading forum for presenting the results of current scientific work in health
related physics and technologies to an international audience with more than 2 800 presentations it will be the biggest
conference in the fields of medical physics and biomedical engineering in 2009 medical physics biomedical engineering and
bioengineering have been driving forces of innovation and progress in medicine and healthcare over the past two decades as new
key technologies arise with significant potential to open new options in diagnostics and therapeutics it is a multidisciplinary
task to evaluate their benefit for medicine and healthcare with respect to the quality of performance and therapeutic output
covering key aspects such as information and communication technologies micro and nanosystems optics and biotechnology the
congress will serve as an inter and multidisciplinary platform that brings together people from basic research r d industry and
medical application to discuss these issues as a major event for science medicine and technology the congress provides a
comprehensive overview and in depth first hand information on new developments advanced technologies and current and future
applications with this final program we would like to give you an overview of the dimension of the congress and invite you to
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join us in munich olaf dössel congress president wolfgang c

World Congress on Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering September 7 - 12, 2009
Munich, Germany 2010-01-06
an up to date account on the advancement in science and technology and the most recent developments on materials used for solar
energy devices is presented with detailed description in the following areas selective coating for heating and cooling
photovoltaic conversion and comparison among single crystalline silicon concentrating cells and amorphous silicon and advance
tendum coating for selective spectrum which can be used for greenhouse homes and in energy conservation

Physics Of Non-conventional Energy Sources And Material Science For Energy -
Proceedings Of The International Workshop 1987-06-01
what does it mean to be black if blackness is not biological in origin but socially and discursively constructed does the
meaning of blackness change over time and space in physics of blackness beyond the middle passage epistemology michelle m
wright argues that although we often explicitly define blackness as a what it in fact always operates as a when and a where by
putting lay discourses on spacetime from physics into conversation with works on identity from the african diaspora physics of
blackness explores how middle passage epistemology subverts racist assumptions about blackness yet its linear structure
inhibits the kind of inclusive epistemology of blackness needed in the twenty first century wright then engages with bodies
frequently excluded from contemporary mainstream consideration black feminists black queers recent black african immigrants to
the west and blacks whose histories may weave in and out of the middle passage epistemology but do not cohere to it physics of
blackness takes the reader on a journey both known and unfamiliar from isaac newton s laws of motion and gravity to the
contemporary politics of diasporic blackness in the academy from james baldwin s postwar trope of the eiffel tower as the site
for diasporic encounters to theoretical particle physics theory of multiverses and superpositioning to the almost erased lives
of black african women during world war ii accessible in its style global in its perspective and rigorous in its logic physics
of blackness will change the way you look at blackness

Jacaranda Physics 1 VCE Units 1 and 2, 5e LearnON and Print 2022-10-06
these proceedings of the world congress 2006 the fourteenth conference in this series offer a strong scientific program
covering a wide range of issues and challenges which are currently present in medical physics and biomedical engineering about
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2 500 peer reviewed contributions are presented in a six volume book comprising 25 tracks joint conferences and symposia and
including invited contributions from well known researchers in this field

Physics of Blackness 2015-02-15
putting the i in ihy this book is about international cooperation it demonstrates how the power of scienti c imagination and
investigation can bring together people form all continents in almost all countries around the globe in presenting this
impressive result we can understand how much unifying force the quest for understanding our universe and using outer space for
that purpose have astronomy is far away from being a political area of science but is has enormous political effects and all of
these effects are positive this book about the international aspects and achievements of the international heliophysical year
ihy 2007 can be regarded as a compendium of the fertile impacts of conducting research in this eld the main focus as the title
implicates is the international cooperation which has emerged from this grassroots initiative north and south industrialized
and developing countries have been coordinating their efforts and have been learning from each other in a mutual partnership
under a joint understanding of sharing the scienti c bene ts through this trans border networks have been created and scienti c
as well as cultural exchange took place

World Congress of Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering 2006 2007-07-05
this book offers the first comprehensive and authoritative text on the history of physics in italy s industrial and financial
capital from the foundation of the university of milan s institute of physics in 1924 up to the early 1960s when it moved to
its current location it includes biographies and a historical scientific analysis of the main research topics investigated by
world renowned physicists such as aldo pontremoli giovanni polvani giovanni gentile jr beppo occhialini and piero caldirola
highlighting their contributions to the development of italian physics in a national and international context further the book
provides a historical perspective on the interplay of physics and politics in italy during both the fascist regime and the
postwar reconstruction period which led to the creation of the cise centro informazioni studi esperienze a research center for
applied nuclear physics funded by private industries in 1946 and of the milan division of the national institute of nuclear
physics infn in 1951

Putting the "I" in IHY 2009-11-29
these proceedings from the 4th international conference on modern trends in physics research highlight the latest results in
the fields of astrophysics atomic molecular condensed matter laser nuclear and particle physics
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The Milan Institute of Physics 2022-06-09
this book explores the fascinating and intimate relationship between music and physics over millennia the playing of and
listening to music have stimulated creativity and curiosity in people all around the globe beginning with the basics the
authors first address the tonal systems of european type music comparing them with those of other distant cultures they analyze
the physical principles of common musical instruments with emphasis on sound creation and particularly charisma modern research
on the psychology of musical perception the field known as psychoacoustics is also described the sound of orchestras in concert
halls is discussed and its psychoacoustic effects are explained finally the authors touch upon the role of music for our mind
and society throughout the book interesting stories and anecdotes give insights into the musical activities of physicists and
their interaction with composers and musicians

Modern Trends in Physics Research 2013
the first edition of this book was very well received by the various groups lecturers students researchers and industrialists
interested in the scientific and techno logical aspects of cheese the initial printing was sold out faster than anticipated and
created an opportunity to revise and extend tht baok the second edition retains all 21 subjects from the first edition
generally revised by the same authors and in some cases expanded considerably in addition 10 new chapters have been added
cheese methods of chemical analysis biochemistry of cheese ripening water activity and the composition of cheese growth and
survival of pathogenic and other undesirable microorganisms in cheese mem brane processes in cheese technology in volume 1 and
north european varieties cheeses of the former ussr mozzarella and pizza cheese acid coagulated cheeses and cheeses from sheep
s and goats milk in volume 2 these new chapters were included mainly to fill perceived deficiencies in the first edition the
book provides an in depth coverage of the principal scientific and techno logical aspects of cheese while it is intended
primarily for lecturers senior students and researchers production management and quality control personnel should find it to
be a very valuable reference book although cheese production has become increasingly scientific in recent years the quality of
the final product is still not totally predictable it is not claimed that this book will provide all the answers for the cheese
scientist technologist but it does provide the most com prehensive compendium of scientific knowledge on cheese available

Physics and Music 2021-05-31
a standard reference that provides in accessible form selected critical data for professional and student solid earth and
planetary geophysicists it represents the third version of the popular handbook of physical constants the first was published
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in 1942 the second in 1966 the present version reflects the enormous growth of scientific knowledge of the earth and planets
since 1966 spurred by the discovery and verification of plate tectonics and the systematic exploration of the solar system
annotation copyright by book news inc portland or

Cheese: Chemistry, Physics and Microbiology 2012-12-06
phosphor handbook process properties and applications provides a comprehensive overview of the latest advances in research on
the synthesis characterization and applications of organic and inorganic phosphors there is detailed information presented on
the characterization of the relevant phosphor groups such as up conversion and down conversion phosphors inorganic led
phosphors organic led phosphors and thermoluminescence and dosimetric phosphors using various physical and chemical advances
finally the advances in phosphor technologies are discussed including current barriers to their use in commercial applications
and emerging opportunities this book is suitable for researchers and practitioners in academia and those working in r d in
industry in the disciplines of materials science and engineering materials chemistry materials physics photonics science and
technology nanotechnology and physical chemistry introduces fundamentals of phosphor materials including their mechanisms
properties and technologies reviews the most important categories of phosphor materials inorganic and organic for use in light
emitting diodes and dosimetry discusses advances in physical and chemical methods to synthesize and characterize phosphor
materials

Global Earth Physics 1995
dive into the complex realm of global warming with global warming a concerning component of climate change authored by leading
experts this book offers profound insights into diverse aspects of global warming from water balance dynamics to carbon
footprints in unexpected domains like high schools explore pressing issues such as the impacts on ecosystems agriculture and
dairy production as well as the intersection with human activities like fast fashion and student perceptions with its
interdisciplinary approach this volume serves as a vital resource for researchers policymakers educators and activists
committed to addressing climate change challenges join the journey towards a more sustainable future one where collective
action and informed decision making pave the way for resilience and transformation

Physics Insights 'O' Level 2007
the role of exact sciences in connection with cultural heritage now is well established and a new scientific branch has been
generated archaeometry literally archaeometry means measurement on ancient objects it is a multidisciplinary field of
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investigations where the rigorous methods of exact sciences give a fundamental contribution to solving the problems associated
with conservation and restoration as well as to the study itself of the cultural heritage archaeometry as a scientific research
field involves interdisciplinary groups formed by scholars of the humanistic area together with scientists physicists chemists
mathematicians biologists engineers etc the primary justification for the need of involving exact sciences in the field which
in the past traditionally has been exclusive of art historians must no doubt be found in the conservation and restoration
activities the second argument which in the public opinion justifies the involvement of science with the world of art is the
confidence that scientific methods are infallible in unmasking forgeries but in our opinion the awareness of the central role
of scientific methods as a support for philological and historical investigations is still very little diffuse or at least
finds it hard to become widespread perhaps also because of our mentality physics compared to chemistry is more apt to find
applications in a context free from authentication or conservation implications

Phosphor Handbook 2023-01-15
this volume covers the following fields path integrals quantum field theory variational perturbation theory phase transitions
and critical phenomena topological defects strings and membranes gravitation and cosmology

Global Warming - A Concerning Component of Climate Change 2024-05-08
an introduction to astronomy written with a historical perspective

Physics Methods in Archaeometry 2004-06-09
albert einstein taught that imagination is more important than knowledge probably having come to this conclusion through a
realization that almost all science represents belieffaithas opposed to knowledge it should come as no surprise then that
scienceespecially modern physics with its theories of relativity and quantum mechanicshas revolutionized thinking about the
likelihood of the existence of god in the physics and philosophy of the bible author and physician james frederick ivey
explains how science particularly quantum mechanics and relativity aided by platos philosophy and the history of jewish people
can be utilized in order to virtually prove that god exists that he is unique and that he is the biblical deity ultimately an
exploration of christian philosophy and apologeticsincluding discussions of christian history secular retorts the intersection
of science and faith and the relationship between physics and ultimate truththe physics and philosophy of the bible
demonstrates that apologists are very close to the non necessity of having to deal with whether god exists or not from platos
earliest philosophical insights to the most groundbreaking discoveries in contemporary physics we can find the fingerprints of
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god that prove he is with us and god seeks us just as we seek him for he desires cognitive individuals with whom he can enjoy
mutual love and intimacy

Materials Science And The Physics Of Non-conventional Energy Sources - Proceedings Of
The Workshop 1991-11-29
fully revised and updated content matching the cambridge international as a level physics syllabus 9702 endorsed by cambridge
international examinations the second edition of the as a level physics coursebook comprehensively covers all the knowledge and
skills students need for as a level physics 9702 first examination 2016 written by renowned experts in physics the text is
written in an accessible style with international learners in mind the coursebook is easy to navigate with colour coded
sections to differentiate between as and a level content self assessment questions allow learners to track their progression
and exam style questions help learners to prepare thoroughly for their examinations contemporary contexts are discussed
throughout enhancing the relevance and interest for learners

Physics - From Stargazers to Starships 2012-05-08
this volume forms part of the large international theophrastus project started by brill in 1992 and edited by w w fortenbaugh r
w sharples and d gutas together with volumes comprising the texts and translations the commentary volumes provide a new
generation of classicists with an up to date collection of the fragments and testimonia relating to theophrastus c 370 288 5 b
c aristotle s pupil and successor as head of the lyceum in the present volume the focus is on natural philosophy apart from the
study of living things topics covered include the principles of scientific enquiry place time motion the heavens the sublunary
world meteorology and the study of materials

Sif Physics Ol Twb 2e 2007
this volume relates to natural philosophy apart from the study of living things topics covered include the principles of
scientific inquiry place time motion the heavens the sublunary world meteorology and the study of materials
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The Physics and Philosophy of the Bible 2017-12-05
this book vol 3 presents the proceedings of the iupesm world congress on biomedical engineering and medical physics a
triennially organized joint meeting of medical physicists biomedical engineers and adjoining health care professionals besides
the purely scientific and technological topics the 2018 congress will also focus on other aspects of professional involvement
in health care such as education and training accreditation and certification health technology assessment and patient safety
the iupesm meeting is an important forum for medical physicists and biomedical engineers in medicine and healthcare learn and
share knowledge and discuss the latest research outcomes and technological advancements as well as new ideas in both medical
physics and biomedical engineering field

Cambridge International AS and A Level Physics Coursebook with CD-ROM 2014-08-07
description of the product get concept clarity revision with important formulae derivations fill learning gaps with 300 concept
videos get valuable concept insights with appendix smart mind maps mnemonics free online assessment with oswaal 360

Theophrastus of Eresus: Life, writings, various reports, logic, physics, metaphysics,
theology, mathematics 1998
best selling book in english edition for emrs pgt post graduate teacher physics exam 2023 with objective type questions as per
the latest syllabus compare your performance with other students using smart answer sheets in edugorilla s emrs pgt post
graduate teacher physics exam practice kit emrs pgt post graduate teacher physics exam preparation kit comes with 10 practice
tests with the best quality content increase your chances of selection by 16x emrs pgt post graduate teacher physics exam prep
kit comes with well structured and 100 detailed solutions for all the questions clear exam with good grades using thoroughly
researched content by experts

Theophrastus of Eresus, Commentary Volume 3.1: Sources on Physics (Texts 137-223)
2016-06-21
bob landheer lived and worked in africa as a teacher for a total of eleven years those were the best years of my life i don t
deny all the bad things that have been and are happening but there is a more positive side to africa also this is what my book
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is about he wrote this book for his grandchildren now retired he lives in hilversum the netherlands

World Congress on Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering 2018 2018-05-29
in 1971 teachers barb and clark olson together with the two small children moved to gondar ethiopia for four years barb kept a
detailed journal about the family s experiences recording people s stories and events both domestic and political local and
national chronicling the early days of the revolution as well as the drought and famine moving across this east african nation
barb now lives with her husband in springfield illinois where she writes and is a community organizer this book is a thank you
to the people of gondar and a tribute to the resiliency and vision of ethiopia s youth several of these stories are published
separately including the children s book christmas in gondar five ethiopian stories available soon

Handbook of Class 11 & 12 (Set of 3 Books) Physics, Chemistry, Biology | Must Have
for NEET & all Medical Entrance Exams 2023 2023-03-14
this paper provides a quantitative impact assessment of the community based integrated natural resources management project
cbinremp in the lake tana region in ethiopia during 2011 2019 by promoting greater community participation the cbinremp
provided support to watershed communities for the restoration of degraded soils and water sources rehabilitation of forests as
well as in obtaining access to secure land titles and practices for climate change adaptation the project further provided
support towards diversification of incomes in off farm activities and incentives for women s empowerment and youth employment
this way the project aimed to support rural livelihoods through improvements in household incomes dietary diversity
agricultural productivity and resilience to climatic shocks among other livelihood objectives to assess the project s impacts
the study had to deal with numerous methodological complications owing to as the project s nature and design the lack of a
proper baseline survey incomplete information about targeted watershed communities and often lack of clear distinction lines
between the project s interventions and support provided to communities through other mechanisms made it hard to identify the
true impact of the cbinremp four additional challenges had to be faced possible selection biases because of non random
placement targeting of the project self selection of beneficiaries into receiving the project possible spatial spill over
effects of project benefits to non treatment communities and the project s phased rollout a propensity score matching procedure
was adopted to assess the cbinremp s impacts by comparing treatment beneficiary and control groups outcomes related to the
livelihood indicators listed above this paper discusses how the mentioned complications were addressed to provide a sound
assessments of the project s true impacts while certain limitations remain the key finding that can be drawn with confidence is
that the cbinremp had only very limited quantitatively verifiable impact on rural livelihoods it seems to have contributed to
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higher household incomes and some greater dietary diversity but only where the project managed greater community participation
however even for those beneficiaries livelihood conditions had not become significantly more productive diversified resilient
or sustainable than those of the comparison group the paper ends with recommendations on how to avoid methodological obstacles
through better design of the m e framework for multi intervention community based projects

EMRS PGT Physics Exam Book 2023 (English Edition) - Eklavya Model Residential School
Post Graduate Teacher - 10 Practice Tests (1500 Solved Questions) 2023-10-01
now in its third edition this textbook gives a comprehensive account of soil physics with emphasis on field applications for
students and research workers engaged in water resources studies soil sciences and plant sciences the authors have added
chapters on soil erosion conservation and the role of soil in affecting water quality to this new edition the book gives an
account of how water influences the structure and strength of soil how plants absorb water from soils how water from rain and
irrigation enters the soil and flows through it to contribute to stream flow and flow in artificial drains how soluble salts
and chemical pollutants are transported how soils are eroded by water and wind and how the evaporation rate from the land
surface is influenced by soil water supply the nature of the plant cover and the evaporative power of the atmosphere this book
will be useful to students and research workers in environmental sciences hydrology agriculture soil science and civil
engineering

Memories of my Africa: enjoying Africa and its people 2014-05-22
agriculture in sub saharan africa is constrained by highly variable rainfall frequent drought and low water productivity there
is an urgent need heightened by climate change for appropriate technologies to address this problem through managing and
increasing the quantity of water on farmers fields water harvesting this book defines water harvesting as a set of approaches
which occupy an intermediate position along the water management spectrum extending from in situ moisture conservation to
irrigated agriculture they generally comprise small scale systems that induce collect store and make use of local surface
runoff for agriculture the authors review development experience and set out the state of the art of water harvesting for crop
production and other benefits in sub saharan africa this includes an assessment of water harvesting schemes that were initiated
two or three decades ago when interest was stimulated by the droughts of the 1970s and 1980s these provide lessons to promote
sustainable development of dryland agriculture in the face of changing environmental conditions case studies from eight
countries across sub saharan africa provide the evidence base each follows a similar format and is based on assessments
conducted in collaboration with in country partners with a focus on attempts to promote adoption of water harvesting both
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horizontally spread and vertically institutionalization introductory cross cutting chapters as well as an analytical conclusion
are also included

Gondar, Ethiopia 2011-03
nanofabrication for smart nanosensor applications addresses the design manufacture and applications of a variety of
nanomaterials for sensing applications in particular the book explores how nanofabrication techniques are used to create more
efficient nanosensors examines their major applications in biomedicine and environmental science discusses the fundamentals of
how nanosensors work explores different nanofabrication techniques and comments on toxicity and safety issues relating to the
creation of nanosensors using certain nanomaterial classes this book is an important resource for materials scientists and
engineers who want to make materials selection decisions for the creation of new nansensor devices summarizes current research
and applications of a variety of nanofabrication techniques for the creation of efficient sensing devices provides readers with
an understanding of surfaces and interfaces a key challenge for those working on hybrid nanomaterials carbon nanotubes graphene
polymers and liquid crystal electro optical imaging discusses the variability and sight recognition of biopolymers such as dna
molecules which offer a wide range of opportunities for the self organization of nanostructures into much more complex patterns

Evaluating the impact of multi-intervention development projects: The case of
Ethiopia’s community-based integrated natural resources management project 2021-12-09

Soil Physics 1996-05-31

Water Harvesting in Sub-Saharan Africa 2013-01-04

Nanofabrication for Smart Nanosensor Applications 2020-06-18
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Physics and Chemistry of the Earth 2000

School Life 1961
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